
Welcome to Honors Environmental Sustainability & Engineering: Please complete this summer work
before the first day of school.  If you have any questions about the work or need assistance getting
supplies, please let me know.  Submit it to me via email at laperaa@norwalkps.org. Thanks and have fun!

Supply List:
1 inch 3-ring binder
loose leaf- lined paper
folder
pencils
pens
colored pencils, basic colors
5 different colored sharpies, basic colors, med thick
inch and cm steel ruler
calculator with standard deviation functions

Summer Work: In Environmental Sustainability and Engineering we will be using computer aided design
to develop economically and environmentally sustainable solutions to environmental problems . We will
use engineering and design software, conduct lab experiments, and examine economic theories.  It’s
important to understand the problems and effects of environmental sustainability issues in order to
develop effective and lasting solutions.  This summer work is intended to give you an idea of the different
areas of environmental sustainability and some of the issues we will be examining.

I. Read the website article Environmental Engineering. In your own words explain what an environmental
engineer does. Give an example of one type of problem they have to solve. Explain what information they
would need to develop a solution to your example.

II. Watch Preventing Flint - Environmental Engineering

1.  Write a brief summary of how the crisis in Flint, Michigan could have been prevented. How could
have environmental engineers prevented the problem? How can they solve it now?

III. Choose one of the following two videos to watch: How to transform sinking cities into landscapes that
fight floods or A climate change solution that's right under our feet . Explain whether or not you think the
climate crisis can be solved. Evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of the solution presented in the video you
chose. Provide evidence from the video to support your reasoning.

https://www.britannica.com/technology/environmental-engineering
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Vcj7HO9r80
https://www.ted.com/talks/kotchakorn_voraakhom_how_to_transform_sinking_cities_into_landscapes_that_fight_floods?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.ted.com/talks/kotchakorn_voraakhom_how_to_transform_sinking_cities_into_landscapes_that_fight_floods?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.ted.com/talks/asmeret_asefaw_berhe_a_climate_change_solution_that_s_right_under_our_feet?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare

